AIRPROX REPORT No 2014195
Date/Time: 30 Sep 2014 0949Z
Position:

5308N 00050E
(6nm E Coningsby

Airspace:

Lincolnshire AIAA (Class: G)
Aircraft 1

Aircraft 2

Type:

Typhoon FGR4

Harvard

Operator:

HQ Air (Ops)

Civ Pte

Alt/FL:

2000ft
QFE (1021hPa)

2500ft
RPS (1016hPa)

Conditions: NK

VMC

Visibility:

8nm

8km

Reported Separation:
100ft V/0m H
Recorded Separation:

400ft V/1nm H
NK V/0nm H

PART A: SUMMARY OF INFORMATION REPORTED TO UKAB
THE TYPHOON PILOT reports conducting a pair’s formation radar trail recovery to Coningsby, as the
No 2 of the pair in the trail position1. The grey camouflaged aircraft’s lighting state was not reported.
The SSR transponder was selected on; no information was provided as to its state2. The aircraft was
not fitted with an ACAS or TAS. The pilot was operating under IFR, in receipt of a Traffic Service from
Coningsby Talkdown. Traffic Information was passed to the lead aircraft regarding a slow moving
MATZ crosser at 2500ft on the RPS of 1016hPa and that the current track would ‘take you ahead’.
About 2min later, the Typhoon pilot saw a light aircraft pass about 100ft overhead him, from left to
right. The pilot stated that he felt the need to bunt in order to avoid passing uncomfortably close, and
noted that the event was coincident with the passing of a new diversion state.
He assessed the risk of collision as ‘Low’.
THE HARVARD PILOT reports in straight-and-level cruise, on a transit flight. The silver and yellow
aircraft had navigation lights selected on, as was the SSR transponder, with Mode A only because
Modes C and S were not fitted. The aircraft was not fitted with a TAS. The pilot was operating under
VFR in VMC, in receipt of a Basic Service from Coningsby Radar on a VHF frequency. Permission
was given to route through the Coningsby MATZ stub via East Kirkby. He was then requested to
climb and report level at 2500ft because a fast jet was recovering to Coningsby from the east. He
reported level at 2500ft on the given QNH. Approximately 5min later, heading 355° at 120kt, a
Typhoon was seen at a range of 1000ft on approach to Coningsby. It continued on its approach and
passed approximately 400ft below him.
He assessed the risk of collision as ‘None’.
THE CONINGSBY APPROACH OJTI AND THEN APPROACH/DEPARTURES/LARS
CONTROLLER reports acting as instructor for a controller under training (UT) on Radar Approach
when the Typhoon formation was handed over, inbound under a Traffic Service. The UT controller
correctly obtained the intentions and decision heights for both aircraft in the formation and descended
them to 2000ft (QFE 1021hPa) for [pre-landing] checks. The Typhoon pilots’ intentions were for
1

A procedure whereby aircraft fly line astern, typically at 1-2nm spacing, the lead aircraft pilot receiving a talkdown service
and the rear aircraft pilot using her onboard radar to follow the lead.
2
A separate squawk would typically be allocated to each aircraft for the radar trail procedure.
1
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further individual radar approaches after the radar trail PAR. Pre-notification was then received for
two additional pairs inbound for radar approaches. With only one Talkdown position manned it was
decided that the UT Approach controller would switch to the Director position, the Departures/LARS
controller (working only one track - the Harvard) to an additional Talkdown position, and the Approach
instructor to take control of Approach, together with the vacated Departures/LARS position. The
single LARS track was handed over as a Harvard under a Basic Service, crossing the MATZ stub
from south to north at 2500ft on the Barnsley RPS (1016hPa). As the original Typhoon formation
approached 15nm, the Approach controller passed Traffic Information on the Harvard, transiting to
the southwest of them at a range of 8nm, slow moving, crossing left to right at an altitude of 2500ft on
1016hPa. He advised the Typhoon formation that their current track should take them ahead. This
call was acknowledged. The Approach controller assessed that the tracks would pass closely in
azimuth, with a vertical separation of 650ft, so he also passed Traffic Information to the Harvard pilot
on the Typhoon formation as northeast, four miles, tracking southwest, 500ft below, which was
acknowledged. Both elements of the Typhoon formation were identified on PAR at 10 and 12 miles
respectively, and were handed over to Talkdown, where they carried out a radar trail PAR.
He perceived the severity of the incident as ‘Negligible’.
THE CONINGSBY DEPARTURES/LARS AND THEN TALKDOWN CONTROLLER reports the
Harvard pilot called Coningsby LARS at about 0935, when he was between Fenland and Holbeach
town. A Basic Service was agreed and he passed his intentions to route to Humberside via East
Kirkby at 1000ft. A Mode C/S height readout was not displayed on radar. As the Harvard approached
Holbeach town, the controller requested from the Holbeach Range Controller a transit of PMR 225
[the former Wash Danger Area] at 1000ft, which was approved. At this point, the controller was
already considering the multiple Coningsby inbound traffic and had planned to ask the Harvard pilot
to descend to 500ft to pass under the easterly MATZ stub. At 0940, whilst in PMR225, the Harvard
pilot informed him that he was climbing to 1600ft. The LARS controller did not pass an update to the
Holbeach Range Controller (because the Harvard would shortly vacate the PMR) but he did call
Holbeach once the Harvard had vacated the PMR. It was obvious to the LARS controller that the
Harvard would conflict with the Coningsby inbound traffic and, because the Harvard had already
climbed, he asked the pilot if he could accept a further climb to 2500ft on the Barnsley QNH
(1016hPa), due to multiple instrument recoveries to Coningsby RW25. The pilot said he could and, as
there was no Mode C displaying, the controller asked him to report level at 2500ft, which he did at
0944. Once the Harvard was level, the LARS controller passed Traffic Information to the Approach
Controller. At that point he was asked to hand over the position to the Approach Controller in order to
become the second Talkdown Controller for the first Typhoon formation. He identified this formation
on the PAR display and the pilots were transferred to his frequency. The talkdown proceeded without
incident with the controller opting not to pass Traffic Information on the Harvard as there was no risk
of collision and he knew that the Approach Controller had already called the traffic. The controller
subsequently reviewed the PAR radar replay and, although difficult to judge accurately, there
appeared to be at least 500ft vertical separation between the aircraft.
THE CONINGSBY SUPERVISOR reports that he was in the Approach Control Room instigating a
manning change to aid in multiple aircraft recovering for radar approaches. With the available
manpower this involved moving the UT Approach controller into Director, the Departures/LARS
controller into a second Talkdown position and the Approach controller bandboxing the Departures
and LARS frequencies along with the Approach frequency. The Supervisor was monitoring the
Departures/LARS frequency at the time of the free-calling aircraft [the Harvard] and heard the [LARS]
controller ask the pilot to climb to an altitude of 2500ft on the Barnsley pressure (1016hPa), due to
radar traffic inbound to Coningsby at the time. Due to assisting in the handover of positions, the
Supervisor did not hear the pilot call level but overheard the Departures/LARS controller confirm that
the aircraft would maintain 2500ft on the Barnsley (1016hPa) during his handover, and subsequently
the Approach controller call the 2 tracks to each other. After the Typhoon formation were transferred
to their talkdown frequency, the Supervisor went to the Visual Control Room to assess the weather
conditions for further recoveries, and was unaware that a Typhoon pilot had reported an Airprox until
receiving a phone call approximately 3hr later. At this point he handed the issue to the afternoon
supervisor who subsequently impounded the RT tapes and PAR replay to facilitate the investigation.
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Factual Background
The weather at Coningsby was recorded as follows:
METAR EGXC 300950Z 22006KT 9999 FEW015 17/13 Q1022 BLU TEMPO SCT018 WHT

A transcript of the Coningsby Approach frequency is reproduced below:
From
Approach

To
Typhoon
Formation

Speech Transcription

Time

[Typhoon formation C/S] set Coningsby Q F E one zero two one

09.40.04

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

One zero two one set [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.40.08

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] descend to height four thousand feet

09.40.11

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Descend four thousand [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.40.14

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] we have got one talkdown so you are
number two in the pattern

09.41.45

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

[Typhoon formation C/S] copy

09.41.50

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] descend height three thousand feet

09.41.52

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Three thousand [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.41.55

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] vectoring P A R runway two five,
procedure minima two hundred, [Lead Typhoon C/S]

09.41.58

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Two hundred, low approach, further [Lead Typhoon C/S]

09.42.07

Approach

Trail
Typhoon

[Trail Typhoon C/S] S R A minima three hundred and eighty feet

09.42.11

Trail
Typhoon

Approach

Five hundred and eighty, converting four hundred, low approach,
further [Trail Typhoon C/S]

09.42.15

Approach

Trail
Typhoon

[Trail Typhoon C/S]

09.42.24

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] turn left heading one eight zero degrees,
has traffic south-southeast one zero mile, manoeuvering, multiple
contacts believed to be wind-farms at Skegness
Left one eight zero, contacts acknowledged [Typhoon formation
C/S]
[Typhoon formation C/S] is it going to be for singles on further or
further trails

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Singles on further [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.42.58

[Typhoon formation C/S] copied

09.43.00

[Lead Typhoon C/S] have your climb out details when ready to
copy

09.43.17

Go ahead

09.43.20

Approach
Approach

Typhoon
Formation
Lead
Typhoon

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Approach

Lead
Typhoon

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Approach

Trail
Typhoon

[Lead Typhoon C/S] after your low approach it will be climb to
height two thousand feet, turn right to head zero five zero degrees,
maintain your squawk, back to me stud ????
Right zero five zero, two thousand feet, stud five [Lead Typhoon
C/S]
[Lead Typhoon C/S] break break [Trail Typhoon C/S] climb out
details when ready
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09.42.26
09.42.36
09.42.53

09.43.21
09.43.32
09.43.40
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From
Trail
Typhoon

To

Speech Transcription

Time

Approach

Go for details

Approach

Trail
Typhoon

Trail
Typhoon

Approach

[Trail Typhoon C/S] it will be a right three six zero, climb to height
two thousand feet, maintain your squawk and back to me stud four
Right three six zero, two thousand feet, stud four [Trail Typhoon
C/S]

Approach

Trail
Typhoon
and
Typhoon
Formation

[Trail Typhoon C/S] roger reset squawk one seven three four,
[Typhoon formation C/S] turn right heading two three zero degrees

09.44.03

Approach

Right two three zero [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.44.10

Approach

[Typhoon formation C/S] approaching three thousand for further

09.44.13

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] roger, descend height two thousand feet,
when steady and level cockpit checks, report complete

09.44.16

Approach

Two thousand feet wilco [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.44.21

Approach

[Typhoon formation C/S] limited checks complete, gear on the
glide

09.44.27

[Typhoon formation C/S]

09.44.32

[Typhoon formation C/S] on climb out it will be to Director stud five
please

09.45.33

Approach

Stud five [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.45.39

Approach

[Typhoon formation C/S] steady and level

09.45.41

[Typhoon formation C/S]

09.45.43

[Typhoon formation C/S] message

09.46.01

Approach

Go ahead

09.46.03

Typhoon
Formation
Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] flight there’s a pair just on radar ahead

09.46.05

They are joining for visual circuits, they report the circuit is fit

09.46.06

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

Copied

09.46.11

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

[Typhoon formation C/S] turn right heading two four five

09.46.13

Approach

Right two four five [Typhoon formation C/S]

09.46.16

Coningsby all stations new diversion Marham I F R
[Typhoon formation C/S] traffic south west eight miles, tracking
north, slow moving, two thousand five hundred feet on the
Barnsley one zero one six, you track will be, it will take you ahead
of that track

09.46.24

09.46.45

Lead
Typhoon
Lead
Typhoon
Approach
Lead
Typhoon
Lead
Typhoon
Approach
Approach
Lead
Typhoon
Lead
Typhoon
Approach
Approach
Lead
Typhoon
Approach
Approach

Lead
Typhoon
Approach

Typhoon
Formation
Typhoon
Formation

Typhoon
Formation
Typhoon
Formation

All

09.43.46

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

[Typhoon formation C/S]

Approach

Typhoon
Formation

Lead
Typhoon

Approach

[Typhoon formation C/S] at one zero and one two miles contact
Coningsby Talkdown stud seven
Stud seven [Typhoon formation C/S], [Typhoon formation C/S]
push seven
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09.46.36

09.46.57
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A transcript of the Coningsby LARS frequency is reproduced below:
From

To

Harvard

LARS

LARS
Harvard
LARS
LARS
Harvard

Harvard
LARS
Harvard
Harvard
LARS

LARS

Harvard

Harvard

LARS

LARS

Harvard

Harvard

LARS

Harvard

LARS

LARS

Harvard

LARS

Harvard

Harvard

LARS

Harvard

LARS

Speech Transcription
[Harvard C/S] is now climbing to one thousand six hundred feet,
Barnsley one zero one six
[Harvard C/S] roger, say again your type
Harvard
Roger
[Harvard C/S] Coningsby
Coningsby [Harvard C/S]
We have got multiple instrument recoveries to runway two five at
Coningsby, are you able to transit over our stub at two thousand
five hundred feet?
Affirm, transiting at two thousand five hundred feet [Harvard C/S]
Roger, report level please at two thousand five hundred feet,
Barnsley one zero one six
Report level two thousand five hundred [Harvard C/S]
[Harvard C/S] is level at two thousand five hundred one zero one
six
[Harvard C/S] Thank you
[Harvard C/S] Coningsby is going to have radar recoveries, fast
jets, currently north east of you by four miles, southwest bound at
five hundred feet below.
Copied the traffic, looking, [Harvard C/S]
[Harvard C/S] is now descending to one thousand five hundred
feet

Time
09.40.40
09.40.45
09.40.46
09.40.48
09.42.59
09.43.01
09.43.04
09.43.13
09.43.16
09.43.21
09.44.38
09.44.42
09.47.13
09.47.22
09.51.47

Analysis and Investigation
Military ATM
At the time of the Airprox, the Typhoon pilot was under a Traffic Service with Coningsby Talkdown
and the Harvard pilot was under a Basic Service with Coningsby LARS.
The Coningsby LARS controller recalled the Harvard pilot calling for a Basic Service at 1000ft with
no Mode C. As the Harvard pilot approached Holbeach Range, a transit was sought and approved
at 1000ft. The controller was planning deconfliction of the Harvard against the fast-jet inbounds
and had considered descending the Harvard to 500ft to pass beneath the MATZ stub. The
Harvard pilot then requested a climb to 1600ft and at that point, the controller requested if the
Harvard pilot could continue climb to 2500ft to deconflict with the fast-jets. The Harvard pilot
climbed to 2500ft and reported level; the LARS controller passed this information to the Approach
controller. LARS was then instructed to hand the Harvard over to Approach because the LARS
controller was being reallocated to Talkdown. Once on Talkdown, the controller identified the
Typhoon on the PAR display and received them on frequency. The Talkdown controller opted not
to give Traffic Information to the Typhoons because there appeared to be no collision risk on PAR
and the traffic had already been called by Approach.
The OJTI in Approach was instructing a trainee and the flight of Typhoons were under a Traffic
Service. The trainee descended the Typhoons to 2000ft on QFE 1021hPa and instructed the
pilots to perform cockpit checks. Two further pairs of fast jets were pre-noted inbound. At this
point the Approach Room was re-configured to handle the pre-notes. The Approach trainee was
moved to Director Position, for which he was already qualified, the Approach OJTI took the
Approach position and also took the LARS frequency to allow the LARS controller to move to
provide a second Talkdown. The Harvard pilot was handed over from LARS, as the only track, at
2500ft on the Barnsley 1016hPa. Approach called the Harvard to the Typhoons at 8nm range and
advised that their track would keep them clear. As the tracks would pass close in azimuth at 650ft
5
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height separation, Approach called the Typhoons to the Harvard pilot at 4nm, 500ft below. At a
range of 10nm and 12nm from touchdown, the pairs trail was handed to Talkdown. Approach
assessed the collision risk as ‘negligible’; task difficulty and workload were assessed as ‘low’.
The Supervisor was in the Approach Room to instigate the manning change to handle the multiple
recoveries. The Supervisor was ‘tight’ on manpower and had to stop the training in Approach to
cover Director. The Supervisor had monitored the LARS frequency and had heard the Harvard
pilot being asked to climb to 2500ft for deconfliction with the recoveries. The Supervisor was
aware that Approach had passed Traffic Information to both tracks and the handover confirmed
the Harvard at 2500ft Barnsley QNH 1016hPa. As the Typhoons were transferred to Talkdown,
the Supervisor re-positioned to the Visual Control Room to assess weather conditions; the first
indication of an Airprox was when the Typhoon pilot called three hours later. In comparison to the
Approach controller, the Supervisor assessed the unit and controller workload as ‘high’.
At 0940:04, the Typhoon pilots were instructed to set the QFE at 1021hPa and a descent to
2000ft was passed at 0944:16. At 0943:04, LARS transmitted to the Harvard pilot, “We have got
multiple instrument recoveries to runway two five at Coningsby, are you able to transit over the
stub at 2500 feet?” The Harvard pilot replied with ‘Affirm’ and at 0944:38 confirmed, “[Harvard
C/S] is level at 2500 1016.”
Approach provided Traffic Information at 0946:35 (Figure 1), “[Typhoon formation C/S] traffic
south west, 8 miles, tracking north slow moving, 2500 feet Barnsley 1016, your track will be able
to take you ahead of that track.”

Figure 1: Traffic Information at 0946:35 (Typhoons 1733/1734; Harvard 1757)
At 0946:36, the Typhoon pilots were transferred to the Coningsby Talkdown frequency. At
0947:13, (Figure 2), the Approach controller (having taken over the LARS frequency) advised,
“[Harvard C/S] Coningsby is going to have radar recoveries fast jets, currently north east of you by
4 miles, southwest bound at 500 feet below.” The Harvard pilot replied with, “Copied the traffic,
looking [Harvard C/S].”

6
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Figure 2: Traffic Information at 0947:13
The Typhoons were on a trails approach with the lead squawking 1733 and the trail, Airprox,
Typhoon squawking 1734, as per Figure 3.

Figure 3: Geometry at 0948:37
The CPA was at 0949:05 (Figure 4) at 0.1nm horizontally; height separation was not recorded
because the Harvard Mode C was not available.

7
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Figure 4: CPA at 0949:05
The control team had to re-configure to meet the traffic demands and this put an end to the
training in Approach. The OJTI did, however, provide continuity in the role and understood the
interaction between the Harvard MATZ crosser and the inbound Typhoons. LARS had made the
Harvard pilot aware of the inbounds and produced a plan to deconflict the aircraft by a minimum
of 500ft. The Harvard did not have Mode C and ATC ensured that the pilot reported level on the
RPS and was aware of the reason behind the altitude request. The Typhoon formation callsign
was given Traffic Information at 8nm and told that their track was taking them clear of the
confliction; the Harvard pilot was passed Traffic Information on the Typhoons at 4nm. The Manual
of Military Air Traffic Management, Chapter 11, paragraph 45, states that, for Radar Services to
formations outside controlled airspace ‘Radar services shall be given to the lead aircraft only.’
Coningsby controllers demonstrated what was required of them, as per the CAP774 on the
provision of UK FIS. The comment that the Typhoon track would take them ahead of the Harvard
may have been the case for the lead element but it did in fact close with the wingman trail. The
Talkdown controller spotted the Harvard on PAR but in the context of previous information and the
height difference on precision radar, an update was not provided.
The Harvard pilot assisted ATC by complying with the climb instruction and was made aware of
the other traffic. The pilot did not think that there was a risk of collision and it is evident from the
climb request and Traffic Information, the Harvard pilot was more aware of the nature of the
conflicting traffic and comfortable with the situation. The Typhoon crew were called traffic at 8nm
and from the information given, there appeared to be vertical and horizontal separation. The trail
Typhoon pilot saw the Harvard with an estimated 100ft vertical separation and a descent was
initiated to build-in an estimated 400ft separation.
ATC, including Approach and Talkdown (using Precision Approach Radar (PAR)), were content
that height separation had been factored in and traffic called; the controller monitoring on radar
would have assumed that the Harvard would maintain altitude unless stated. It is worth noting
that the non-linear scale of PAR display could mean that relatively small separations appear to
have large gaps between contacts on the display.
Ultimately, pilots in Class G are responsible for their own collision avoidance. Normal barriers
would be ACAS/TAS, radar-derived Traffic Information and ‘see-and-avoid’. Neither aircraft were
equipped with ACAS or a TAS; this barrier was absent. Traffic Information was provided from
ATC to all pilots concerned and a procedure was established to provide height separation,
although the lack of Mode C on the Harvard made this difficult to monitor. Both pilots saw the
other aircraft at relatively close ranges. The Harvard pilot, in level cruise, was looking for ‘fastjets’ and was updated on traffic one minute and fifty seconds prior to CPA. The Typhoon pilot was
told of the Harvard two and a half minutes prior to CPA; the pilot was conducting an initial air
sortie and lookout would have had to compete with monitoring of the lead Typhoon on his radar,
in receipt of near constant RT from Talkdown.
8
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UKAB Secretariat
The Typhoon and Harvard pilots shared an equal responsibility for collision avoidance and not to
fly into such proximity as to create a danger of collision3. If the incident geometry is considered as
converging4, then the Harvard pilot was required to give way to the Typhoon5. Assuming the
Harvard pilot was level at 2500ft on 1016hPa and the Typhoon at 2000ft on 1021hPa, the vertical
separation can be calculated as 635ft at CPA.
Comments
HQ Air Command
Owing to the fact that Coningsby Approach rightly provided range and bearing to the Harvard from
the lead Typhoon, the onus was on the pilot of the trail Typhoon to monitor the situation and
preserve safety, either by continuing the procedure with sufficient situational awareness or
abandoning it if there was sufficient concern. The independent assessment of proximity by
Coningsby ATC was in accordance with their training and regulation but, in the opinion of the trail
Typhoon pilot, was inadequate to ensure that the trail Typhoon and Harvard remained comfortably
separated. Having received only one message of proximate traffic, the pilot of the trail Typhoon
had little opportunity to comprehend the dynamic picture solely based on ATC information; a
timely update from Talkdown would have provided the pilot with a reminder of the Harvard’s
relative position.
Summary
An Airprox was reported when a Typhoon FGR4 and a Harvard flew into proximity at 0949 on
Tuesday 30th September 2014. Both pilots were in VMC, the Typhoon pilot under IFR in receipt of a
Traffic Service from Coningsby Talkdown and the Harvard pilot under VFR in receipt of a Basic
Service from Coningsby LARS.
PART B: SUMMARY OF THE BOARD'S DISCUSSIONS
Information available consisted of reports from the pilots of both aircraft, transcripts of the relevant RT
frequencies, radar photographs/video recordings, reports from the air traffic controllers involved and
reports from the appropriate ATC and operating authorities.
The Board first considered the actions of the controllers. The rising workload created by multiple
recovering formations required a high degree of control position re-allocation, which the ATC team at
Coningsby achieved successfully. The re-allocation of the LARS controller to a Talkdown position
also fortuitously allowed him to apply his previous situational awareness of the closing geometry
between the trail Typhoon and Harvard such that he was not concerned by the degree of proximity.
Both pilots were passed Traffic Information on each other although members noted that the Typhoon
formation had been informed of “traffic south west eight miles, tracking north, slow moving, two
thousand five hundred feet on the Barnsley one zero one six, you track will be, it will take you ahead
of that track.”. The Board wondered whether the trail Typhoon pilot, on an early sortie in his training,
may have assimilated this as his track also being ahead of the Harvard which would have contributed
to his surprise when he saw it in close proximity. Members noted that Military Air Traffic Regulations
required that Traffic Information to formations be passed as relative to the formation leader only, and
military personnel re-iterated that it was then the duty of subordinate elements of a formation to form
and maintain situational awareness of other traffic based on their understanding of their position
relative to the formation leader. In this case the trail Typhoon pilot was expected to assimilate that the
Harvard would pass behind the lead Typhoon and then to request further information from ATC, if
required, to clarify the Harvard’s position relative to himself.
3

Rules of the Air 2007 (as amended), Rule 8 (Avoiding aerial collisions).
Note that aircraft converging in plan view are not converging in the sense covered by the Rules of the Air unless they are
at a similar level.
5
ibid. Rule 9 (Converging).
4
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Turning to the pilots’ actions, the Harvard pilot had availed himself of the Coningsby LARS service to
the mutual benefit of all those concerned, and had correspondingly been coordinated against the
inbound Typhoon formation. He was passed Traffic Information on, and gained visual with, the trail
Typhoon, which passed below him; the Board noted that he was not concerned by the proximity of
the Typhoon. For his part, the trail Typhoon pilot had been passed Traffic Information on the Harvard,
(but, as explained above, with reference to the lead Typhoon some 2.2nm ahead), and had reported
being sufficiently startled by its proximity that he had had to bunt in order to ‘avoid passing
uncomfortably close’. Notwithstanding, the Board noted that he had assessed the risk of collision as
‘Low’. Members felt that he had probably been occupied with the task of maintaining radar trail on
the formation leader, had not fully assimilated the Traffic Information on the Harvard, and had been
startled by its unexpected presence as it passed almost directly overhead. They determined that this
was the root cause of the Airprox. As such, the Board was satisfied that the event certainly merited
submission as an Airprox, given that the Typhoon pilot had been concerned that safety may have
been compromised, but that, in this case, normal procedures and safety standards had applied.
Of further note, an ATC member pointed out that, although the missed approach procedure is
depicted on approach plates as occurring at Decision Height or Altitude, the procedure may be
started at any point after the final approach fix. They further commented that the missed approach
procedure for PAR RW25 at Coningsby required a climb to altitude 2730ft. Therefore, although the
risk was low, a finite possibility existed for the radar approach and transit traffic to have flown into
confliction whilst coordinated and conducting an approved procedure if the Typhoon pilot had chosen
to go around before Decision Altitude. They opined that ATC would be well served by routing
transiting traffic ‘outside’ the final approach fix, or behind the traffic on approach which could become
a factor, including trail members of the same formation.
PART C: ASSESSMENT OF CAUSE AND RISK
Cause:

The Typhoon pilot was concerned by the proximity of the Harvard.

Degree of Risk:

E.

ERC Score6:

2.

6

Although the Event Risk Classification (ERC) trial had been formally terminated for future development at the time of the
Board, for data continuity and consistency purposes, Director UKAB and the UKAB Secretariat provided a shadow
assessment of ERC.
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